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suppose there is a user who actively spend time on your videos and you want to show some love towards them you 

can simply send a diamond to them and express that you value them very much this is how the coins are working 

on tiktok 

many tiktok users have asked me the same whether we can earn money on tiktok or not my short answer for 

them was yes you can but you need to find the right websites for that some may work always some may work 

for few days and some won t work at all it s all about updating the algorithms of these loot websites to match 

that of tiktok if a website s admin is active in updating its algo as soon as tiktok makes a change that website will 

bring the results always for every users such websites are rare of the rarest i would say the right websites that 

give tiktok coins will help you earn some bucks fortunately we have got one and now let s talk about making it 

to work to earn some real cash using coins 

the easiest way to determine how much you could potentially earn from tiktok is to enter your username in our 

tiktok influencer engagement and earnings calculator which you will find near the top of this post we developed 

this tool to provide potential earning guidelines to influencers ultimately a brand and an influencer negotiate 

what they consider to be fair value we stress that this is only an estimation and can vary greatly by niche country 

audience location and audience brand affinity 

the tiktok coins club generator is one of the more infamous tiktok generator websites online and like all of the other 

websites and services that claim to give you free coins it should be avoided at all costs 

in this video you can clearly see that the user has generated some coins for their tiktok using this website and they 

were credited immediately to his account don t expect this much speed always because this website has a higher 
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traffic now and therefore the server is a bit slow in functioning such as assigning the coins to the users a delay of 

up to one hour is possible at peak hours especially usa time 6pm to 12am 

if you are beginning from scratch you have the chance to create the perfect username you want it to be easy for 

people to say and spell and preferably relevant to you and your niche ideally you should have the same username 

on all your social profiles so your tiktok fans will know when they have found your youtube twitch and instagram 

channels 

unlike with youtube where you sell space on your videos and channel page for advertising at a rate decided by 

google tiktok does not yet compensate most of its users for running ads on their posted photos as such tiktok 

influencers and brands don t have an intermediary or any set rates if they choose to work together brands make 

deals with influencers and prices can vary markedly depending on the circumstances however one thing is 

consistent in nearly all cases influencers get paid more if they have both a high engagement rate as well as a high 

number of followers brands have learned that you can easily buy followers who are of no practical value to anybody 

hence they are far more interested in you having genuine followers those who interact with your posts 

 


